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Top 5 Female Musicians who Scream Style
Music is all about glitz, glamour and grandeur today. Some of the top female
musicians of the day have an impeccable style statement to complement their
arresting vocal prowess. These musicians have done as much, if not more, for the
fashion industry as for the music zone. Today we take a pick of the top 5 female
musicians who scream style in more ways than one!

Taylor Swift
She can launch a million copies of her records and can easily flaunt a million clothes
without breaking into a sweat. When it comes to fashion for Taylor Swift, it is all
about playful fun and casualness. You will find her rocking anything from her casual
wear to her street style wardrobe. To top it, she has her signature red lipstick!

Out on a breeze casual day

Rihanna

The diva is always making some noise about her bold fashion choices. Rihanna is
prone to taking risks with her wardrobe, sometime going real heady with the risqué
factor! She can look equally at easy in a sporty chic look to an ultra-glamorous
avatar. You will find her in sexy shorts as well as in her own clothing line for River
Island.

Rihanna in double jeans from her River Island collection

Selena Gomez
A Disney star in her early years, Selena Gomez has come a long way in the fashion
street. Starting off with graphic tees, you associate Selena with high fashion today
with equal élan. Her signature look is the low-profile boho. Selena has her own style
line as well, called Dream Out Loud. Super-cool and chic are two keywords to
describe the fashion statement of Selena Gomez.

The Gypsy/Boho look of Selena Gomez

Monica Dogra
Turning out attention to Indian shores, we quickly rest our eyes, and admired
attention on Monica Dogra. She epitomizes the bohemian look on the Indian music
scene. She has given the traditional lehenga-choli a spin that only she could, taking
it out of wedding altars to the rock stage!

The Many Moods of Monica Dogra

Anushka Manchanda

Another stunner on our list, Anushka Manchanda is a tour de force on the Indian
music scene. She is also quite fond of adventure sports and likes to take those risks.
These qualities shine through in her clothes and fashion statement as well. Expect
something different and dramatic each time from Anushka Manchanda! Quirky chic
is her fashion motto.

Anushka rocks the show!

